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The school had a club Display day on 2nd Feb 2020.  

As per the norms of CBSE the school not only gives importance to the ‘Academics’ but also 

to ‘All Round Development of the Child’. Under the guardianship of our Chairman Sir the 

school has flourished and still aims high. 



It was a magnificent idea of our Honourable Principal Mrs Latha Shankar Ma’am who 

appreciated the skills and talents of all the students and suggested we have a display of 

various club activities. 

The School had a beautiful ambience and in an organised way the clubs were show 

cased.The NCC displayed the pitching of the tent, march past, weapon drill, map reading 

and various achievement photos.The Scouts and Guides demonstrated First Aid - about 

Nose Bleeding, and how to help a person with Seizures. 

 

The Instrumental Music and the Band Club children demostrated their talent by playing 

lovely music.The Aerobics Club entertained the audience with their skill of swift movement 

on the music.The Gymnastic students showed excellent skills of building blocks and 

acrobatic movements.The Archery Club students showed the skill of aiming and shooting 

the target. The enthusiastic audience also tried to aim and shoot.The karate club 

demostrated various punching skills.  

                 

                                                               

The Pottery club demonstrated the art of moulding. Interested parents tried a hand out to 

make some items.The Robotic club students not only demonstrated the automatic vehicles 

for various uses but also came up with creativity of making improvised machines which work 

with wifi  like sensors.The Cyber club highlighted on advertisement etc. 



                                                  

The Quiz and Expression Club came up with a puppet show giving a moral to the people and 

also conducted a quiz.  

Womans rights and awareness programme : A skit was performed by the students to 

enlighten people about the present day problems and how to face them. 

                                     

The art and craft and needle craft students displayed their lovely skill of art they had 

learnt.The Dezine Club showed the talent of Mehandi designing and Tatoo making. The 

science and Eco-Club displayed various eco- friendly things and came out with skill of 

making wealth out of waste.The Heritage Club displayed the historical monuments and 

culture of the past. 

       



Cookery and Health and Wellness Club not only showed the talent of cooking but also gave 

information regarding the balanced diet and about the essential vitamins and nutrients. 

 

The Parents were very happy to see their children’s talent and skills. They appreciated the 

school for giving the opportunity to the students to take part in various curricular and 

cocurricular activities.  The feed back tree was full of awesome comments written on the 

leaves and pinned up. 

 

 

Overall, the day was filled with excitement and joy.    

Club Display Incharge 

Mrs Zakia Sultana 

 

 

 

 

 

 


